THE RATIONALE OF CHAPTERIZATION

The present thesis consists of seven chapters with Introduction as Chapter One. The Second chapter is on Methodology and the Third Chapter deals with Educational Broadcasting. Chapter Four provides an overview on Satellite Educational Broadcasting Coverage- An Overview. Chapter Five is on the Role of Educational Broadcasting in Development and Chapter Six is on Recommendations. Chapter Seven is on Conclusion.

The rationale of chapters is related to Satellite Educational Communication and Broadcasting. Chapter I, Introduction provides the background material for the succeeding chapters. Chapter III, Educational Broadcasting and Chapter IV, Satellite Educational Broadcasting Coverage - An Overview, bring about the interaction of education and Broadcasting systems. Chapter V deals with the role of Educational Broadcasting in Development. Broadcasting is being used for social and economic improvements especially in the developing countries which have realized that educational broadcasting plays an important role in the socio-economic development of the people and thereby upliftment of the society.

This leads to the recommendations in Chapter VI wherein emphasis is on Science and Technological Education, since this leads to overall progress of a nation. Chapter VII is Conclusion which sums up the essence of the Thesis.